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The Timid Child
Such a child often indulges in day-dreaming because he
desires to act but fears to try, and his great need is confi-
dence. He is probably the result of unsympathetic hand-
ling, and once he finds that he is not scolded if he spills his
paints or gets his sums wrong, and that what is wanted of
him is to try to take some share in class work, he will often
develop the first signs of courage. Frequently the most
helpful treatment for such children is to enlist their aid.
They will help a busy teacher to count books, a less good
child to read or do a sum, and in helping will get their first
feeling of confidence.
Sometimes such children can be helped by showing them
that their fears are groundless and that nothing happens if
they do give the wrong answer.
Even with the youngest, friendly encouragement to be
brave from some one they love often initiates a new habit
of effort. I do not think that it is helpful to make such
comparisons as f You see, Mary answers questions in class
and does not mind when they are wrong'. For though
the child may be too shy to retort, he often thinks : 'But
Mary's different/ And he is right.
The Defiant Child
He is in some ways much easier to help. He has probably
made himself a nuisance at home or at school or both by
his self-assertion and driving curiosity and his adults have
made a concerted effort to 'squash1 him. He realizes
tMs, realizes too that he is often snubbed when a more
popular child is approved, and he feels balked. Balk a
strong urge to action in*any one and anger is aroused.
Fear may prevent the chJSd' from being openly defiant, but
in such cases he often sulks and this form of opposition is
more difficult than open defiance.
It always seems best to give these children as much

